JEWS STILL IN CONTROL OF RUSSIA
When the Jews took over Russia with Communism, they killed the entire Gentile
ruling and upper classes, and replaced them with a Jewish ruling elite which was
part of a larger Jewish order.
"Rosenthal also talks about a Jewish invisible government which also controls
the USSR, and how the UN is "nothing but a trap door to the Red World's
immense concentration camp." He says this invisible power is responsible for the
wars and revolutions of the last 200 years.” — Harold Wallace Rosenthal, age
29, personal assistant to New York Senator Jacob Javits 1976 interview with
Walter White Jr., editor, Conservative monthly, Western Front.
When the Soviet Jewion fell apart due to the long-term effects of the Second
World War and the people openly rebelling in the streets, the Jewish elites in
Russia simply put up new window dressing and did a game of musical chairs, in
order to stop a full rebellion that would topple them. The new post-Soviet
government was just as openly full of Jews as was the former one. It is the same
ruling class.
This brings us to Vladimir Putin who was a Lieutenant Colonel in the KGB before
the fall of the Soviet Union. He was then brought into the New Government. This
is revealing the facts on the KGB, like the NKVD and Cheka before it. It is
created, staffed, and run by Jews, as it is the important arm of the Jewish ruling
classes' control:
http://heretical.com/miscellx/bolshies.html
According to a report in The Canadian Jewish News of 13 November 1964, the
present Soviet boss Leonid Brezhnev is married to a Jewess and his children are
brought up as Jews. There are a number of prominent Jews in the Soviet
government, including Dimitri Dymshits in charge of industry, Lev Shapiro
regional secretary of Birobidjan, and Yuri Andropov in charge of the secret police,
the KGB. In fact, every secret police chief in Soviet history has been a Jew, from
the first, Uritsky, the murderous Beria... A Jew is also in charge of the Soviet
economy – Leonid Kantorovich.
Keep this in mind when you realize that Putin within 16 years, rose to Lieutenant
Colonel of the KGB, proceeded to be high-ranking in a Jewish owned and staffed
government, and is now the front man for the ruling kosher cabal:
Putin admitted to growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews. When
speaking before a Jewish audience, Putin revealed that his own father was an
"avid Talmudic scholar."
“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the Chanukah holiday,
because as a child his family shared their communal apartment with a Jewish
family. “
Source: Chabad.org – Jewish News - Chanukah Journal Nov 26, 1999
http://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1119/jewish/Chanukah-Journal.htm
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Putin: “I will do everything for the Jews!" Posted October 18, 2012.
Putin will save “us” says Jew Kapner! By “us,” he means Jews.
"RUSSIA'S PM TO JEWISH DELEGATION: I WAS FIRST TO RESTORE
JEWISH PROPERTY!
MOSCOW — In an extraordinary 40 minute meeting with Russian Jewish leaders
yesterday (November 25), Russian Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin promised to
assist the Jewish community in combating anti-Semitism, building schools and
reclaiming former synagogue buildings for Jewish communities."
"Rabbi Berel Lazar, chief Lubavitch emissary to the region, who was recently
elected as the head rabbi by delegates to the newly formed Federation of Jewish
Communities of Russia, accompanied Federation officials Lev Leviev, Michael
Gluz and Mark Grubarg to present the prime minister with a silver Menorah.
Rabbi Lazar described the Menorah as a symbol of religious freedom. Speaking
about the miracle of Chanukah, the rabbi and his colleagues described the
resurgence of Jewish life in Russia since the fall of communism as a modern
miracle."
Jew-lover Putin admits growing up in the same apartment with a bunch of Jews.
While talking to a Jewish audience, Putin reveals that his own father was an avid
Talmudic scholar…“Mr. Putin said he was familiar with both the menorah and the
Chanukah holiday, because as a child his family shared their communal
apartment with a Jewish family.” Putin's father's real name was Epstein, his
mother's Shalomova.
http://henrymakow.com/putin-is-nwo-pawn.html

Tamara: "The photo at bottom left shows Opposition to Putin saying Putin is
100% a Jew (his mother is a Jew and his father is a Jew). In Russia, many
Jewish people hide their Jewish origin or they do not know or do not want to
know. Putin is a person who hides his Jewish origin but uses it in the corruption
nets. Historians tried to find his ancestors but failed. Common Russians think that
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Putin is an ethnic Russian. If they understood that Putin is a Jew, they would not
vote for him. The picture bottom right shows Putin's resemblance to a Jew from
Tsarist era."
"In Russia, the eternal question is: "Who Lives Well in Russia?" At different
times, they were different people, but now everyone knows that life is only good
for the super-rich oligarchs, mostly Jews."
Putin pledges to make Russia comfortable for the enemy Jew. Perhaps that will
shed light on why he treats nationalists and proud Russian patriots like Jews
treat animals.
“Focusing on the Federation, Mr. Putin described its founding as a positive
development to bring diverse groups within the Jewish community together to
work toward common goals. He expressed his hope that the new Federation
would help foster a climate of communal strength that will make Russia a country
where Jews will live comfortably."
The following was written by a Christian Russian Nationalist, but it provides a
clear understanding of what is really happening in the Jewish owned and
controlled current Russia:
"Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new
supranational pseudo-empire within the framework of the New World Order,
under the guidance of a Jewish elite."
Russians in Russia: The State within the State
April 24, 2012 —
Igor Artemov, Translated by Roman Frolov
No one in the Russian National political movement—or just anyone for whom his
Russian identity is not simply a matter of fact but a defining aspect of his life,
beliefs, and actions—should harbor any illusions regarding the corrupt,
grotesquely hypocritical, bureaucratic and police-state nature of the modern state
authority and ideology existing in the Russian Federation. All this is true and
doubtlessly affects our lives. And yet the single most important thing to
understand is that this system is explicitly and purposefully anti-Russian.
Although we cannot exclude that Putin and his close circle dream about their
‘empire’, there won’t be any place in their ‘empire’ for the Russian spirit and
Russian ideology, just as there was no place for Russianness in the late Soviet
Union. Remember that the process of destroying the Russian nation and Russian
worldview, unprecedented in its scale and consequences, was launched
precisely in the Soviet Union and the current authorities of Russian Federation
carry on this process more or less consistently. The Russian culture and the
Church were being destroyed in the USSR. Internationalism and inter-racial
marriages were promoted. The USSR has done everything possible to make
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people to identify themselves not as Russians, Tartars, or Tuvans but as Soviet
people. All the facts show that it is the USSR and not the old Russia that serves
as a role model for the current Russian authorities. They are building a postSoviet state and not in any way a Russian national state. I consider this
statement essential because of the conclusions and actions that follow from it
directly.
If the Russian Federation was just a red-tape bureaucratic or corrupt state, then
these defects of the political system could be fought against and to a certain
extent eliminated simply by dealing with the mistakes. Yet the problem is that
both corruption and despotism in our country are consciously enforced from the
very top of state power. Long ago I realized that the situation in our country does
not result from the stupidity, greed or incompetence of the ruling circles. Only an
idiot would have trouble understanding that it is better for the country to have its
own competitive manufacturing instead of exporting raw materials or to have
honest officials instead of bribe-takers. The Russian authorities understand this
too. And yet they do everything the other way around, strengthening and
hardening from above all the vices of the state system. “Why?” you ask me. Well,
because they have aims that are very different from those they publicly declare
on television and through the mass media.
Their goal is to create in place of Russia and Russian civilization a new
supranational pseudo-empire within the framework of the New World Order.
Under the guidance of a Jewish elite, the Russian majority will be gradually
replaced by Asian migrants. Of course, they cannot acknowledge this openly as it
will cause mass protests and they will be quickly swept away. So for the people’s
consumption they have an official ideology of building a society of prosperity,
social justice and interethnic peace. Yet they cannot hide the truth, especially
from those who have access to objective information. As a result, the silence of
the ruling circles is bought by enormous material benefits on one hand, and by
intimidation on the other. In this light, it is easy to understand the murders of
generals Lebed and Rokhlin, ophthalmologist Fyodorov, Governor Evdokimov
and many others who had ascended to the political Olympus in Russia but had
not become completely loyal to those forces that control and deliberately destroy
our country as the heart of Russian civilization. I think that the mysterious death
of General Shebarshin, the last chief of the KGB, is in the same line of political
murders.
The main supports for the Russian authorities in this enterprise are the security
agencies. Their purpose is to suppress any popular protest and discontent by
unlawful use of force — simply because it is impossible to do it by lawful
methods. It is not a coincidence that today the members of the security agencies
and not regular officials or manufacturers who get the most of benefits and
opportunities. Not long ago I had a conversation with an old acquaintance of
mine who sells real estate on the Black sea coast and in the Caucasus
Mineralnye Vody region [translator’s note: popular resorts]. He claimed that 80%
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of the expensive property [$500,000 and up] in these areas is purchased today
not by state officials or businessmen but by highly-placed officials of the Federal
Security Service [FSS], Interior Ministry, Public Prosecutor Office, and other
similar agencies from various regions of the country [sometimes such purchases
are made using front persons]. In this way these ‘people’s servants’ prepare for
their retirement. Needless to say, such property acquisitions are far beyond the
means of an honest official, even considering their large salaries.
Thus a conspiracy of silence emerges. Every member of this criminal system
knows that he can keep his power and unlawfully acquired riches only if he
remains silent and does everything his masters order him to do. If he doesn’t,
however, and takes the liberty of excessive high-handedness or independency,
he will face huge problems.
I would like to describe two examples from my personal experience, which clearly
show that highly stationed Russian officials have a perfect understanding of what
is going on in our country and of the direction it is leading into. In the beginning of
the last decade when I was a Deputy of the Legislative Assembly of Vladimir
Oblast I had a conversation with one of the representatives of the President in
that region. The conversation has stuck in my memory. There was high turnover
at this position and I would like to avoid naming this person. The official
sympathetically inquired about the Russian national movement and our ideology,
and he demonstrated impressive knowledge of Bolshevism, Freemasonry and
pretty good personal erudition. He told me that he reads our newspapers [the
Internet was not as widespread then as it is now], and that some of his relatives
voted for me in the elections to the Russian Parliament. I even felt some
sympathy toward him because of his education and culture. In the end he talked
about himself. He said that he understands the rightness of our cause albeit
there were not only Russians among his ancestors. He told me that in Soviet
times he and other members of the Communist Party were shown special movies
on the danger of world Zionism and Freemasonry, and he mentioned some facts
which I was not aware of. At some point, I even thought that he could provide a
tacit support to our cause.
Yet it ended differently. My confidant finished our conversation with a parable.
Let’s say, he told me, a gang of robbers attacks a woman and wants to rape her.
She has a choice, to resist, get seriously beaten and injured and be raped
anyway, or “to relax and try to get some pleasure”…. So this is what is being
done with our country. We can’t fight against the whole world. So let’s relax and
try to benefit from this situation as much as possible. I remember being quite
shocked, both at his level of awareness and his conclusions.
As a second example, in 2003 I was one of the originators of the internal
investigation of the Police Department of Vladimir Oblast by a special
commission from Moscow. The commission was headed by an elderly
Lieutenant-General Golubev, if I remember correctly. He expressed his wish to
meet me personally. It was a long conversation. I told him all I knew about
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incidents of bribery, racketeering etc. He listened carefully and took notes. At the
end, we had turned to the Russian question again. Looking away, he asked me:
“If things in Russia continue in the future as they are today, for how much longer
will the Russian people survive?” I answered that I look forward to positive
changes and aspire for the establishment of Russian national rule, but if the
regime perseveres, the Russians as a nation will likely hold on for thirty or forty
years more, and after that all sorts of irreversible changes are possible. “I also
think so” — he replied.
We had parted amiably. A couple of weeks later I received a letter signed by this
same General, in which he thanked me for my assistance and informed me that,
based on my information, around fifteen police officers were subjected to
disciplinary action, but not a single ‘brave’ officer was punished seriously, though
they deserved it. The commission had returned to Moscow and things in Vladimir
resumed their ‘natural’ course. I guess that our General retired soon after these
events.
Make no mistake: both of the high state officials described here represent the
best part of the establishment. They at least say that they are not against us.
Others, however, are much, much worse: they are stupid, avaricious and cynical.
Yet even these two wouldn’t openly side with us. They would stand aside and
wait for something. This is why the Russian movement today should avoid
internal dissent and squabble between parties. The regime hates us all, no
matter who we are — backers of the empire or national democrats or Russian
Orthodox nationalists or whoever else — it hates us just because we are
Russian, because we don’t hide it and because we fight as best we can for our
rights and ideals.
We interfere with their desire to destroy Russia quickly and quietly. It is time now
to begin building a “state within a state” in our midst, a society closed to outsiders
where we can resolve all internal questions within it. We have no friends among
the authorities, but we have many friends and like-minded people among
businessmen, scientists and military men, among virtually all strata of Russian
society. I will return to this topic in subsequent articles.
Igor Artemov is a well-known Russian Nationalist. His organization, Russian AllNational Union [RONS] was proscribed last year and Artemov himself is on the
run, as he is wanted by Federal Security Service for the ‘hate crime’ of writing
______________________________________________________________
Note – the Jews pretend they were victims of the very system they instituted and
controlled:
At Putin's side, an army of Jewish billionaires. "We have to keep our Jewishness
and be united in the Diaspora," says Russian Jewish Congress VP. "
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http://www.jpost.com/Jewish-World/Jewish-Features/At-Putins-side-an-army-ofJewish-billionaires
When the air-conditioning broke down at the reception for the unveiling ceremony
of the Red Army monument in Netanya on Monday, it didn’t matter if you were a
billionaire, multimillionaire or broke. Everyone suffered the same.
In one corner sat Mikhail Fridman, the seventh-richest man in Russia, whose
fortune is estimated at $15 billion by Forbes. He stayed hydrated in the
sweltering heat by sipping a glass of water. In another stood Moshe Kantor, the
chemicals tycoon who Forbes said was worth $2.3b. He repeatedly removed the
beads of sweat from his head with a napkin.
The two men were part of a group of two dozen or so affluent Russian-speaking
businessmen who came to the ceremony where President Vladimir Putin was the
guest of honor. Some, like Fridman, flew in especially from Russia. Others, like
Kantor, drove from nearby Herzliya, where many businessman from the former
Soviet Union including Leonid Nevzlin and Gabriel Mirilashvili, to name a few,
have made their homes.
For many members of this class of ultra rich Putin’s arrival in the country was an
opportunity for them to brush shoulders with one another and to mingle with
friends and officials from the motherland. The richest man in the room filled with
rich men was probably the media-shy Fridman, who declined to speak to The
Jerusalem Post. “I am a private person,” he said, displaying seemingly good
English.
Other faces were more familiar to locals. Lev Leviev, the diamonds and real
estate mogul who is a bit of anomaly in this world, was on hand. Although born in
Uzbekistan, then part of the Soviet Union, he immigrated to Israel as a teenager
in the 1970s and made his money in the Jewish state. Only after the markets in
the former Soviet Union opened did the Israeli, whose worth was estimated at
about $1.7b. earlier this year, invest extensively in natural resources and
property in that part of the world.
Not everybody in the room was a billionaire. Some were worth a mere couple of
hundred of million dollars Alexander Levin, a Ukrainian businessman who was
among those who donated to build the monument, is one of latter.
The real estate developer, who last year set up the World Forum for Russian
Jewry, an advocacy group based in New York, explained why he it was an
important cause.
“My two grandparents were killed during World War II so it’s very important to
us,” he said. “We are paying just a little [in comparison to what they paid].”
How much is a little? Levin said the exact sum “was not important” but that it was
“a lot of money.”
Members of United Israel Appeal-Keren Hayesod, which raised the money to
build the marble and concrete monument overlooking the azure Mediterranean
Sea, were also tight-lipped.
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“We organized a group of 10 to 15 top businessmen who raised the money that
helped transform this dream to reality,” said Gadi Dror, the UIA’s director of the
eastern region. “We do not go [into the] figures because they [the donors] prefer
not to but it is meaningful amount.”
A source later said each businessman had donated at least $100,000.
Watching the group of mega-wealthy interact, one cannot help but wonder how
so many affluent businessmen in the former Soviet Union are Jewish.
German Zakharyaev, vice president of the Russian Jewish Congress, cited two
main reasons for that. First, Jews are few among many.
“We are a minority and as such we have to be strong [if we are] to preserve our
customs,” said the businessman who, as a member of the Mountain Jewish
community of the eastern Caucuses, is a minority within a minority.
“This is something in our commandments that we have to keep our Jewishness
and be united in the Diaspora.” Second, he said, Jewish businessmen are hard
workers. “We think a lot and we sleep a little,” he said.
The China situation:
October 1 1949, Mao Tse Tsung declared the founding of the People's Republic
of China in Tiananmen Square, Beijing. He was funded by Rothschild created
Communism in Russia and also the following Rothschild agents: Solomon Adler,
a former United States Treasury official who was a Soviet Spy; Israel Epstein, the
son of a Jewish Bolshevik imprisoned by the Tsar in Russia for trying to ferment
a revolution there; and Frank Coe, a leading official of the Rothschild owned IMF.
Mao would murder sixty million innocent Chinese people under his rule mainly to
destroy traditional Chinese culture. As with Christianity, any practitioners of
spiritual systems where outlawed, killed, and thrown into gulags, to die a slow
death through slave labor, starvation and torture. The Communistic systems
became the new culture of control. With China under their flag, Tibet was next on
the list as being the last bastion of spiritual and historical knowledge. All the
Jewish systems seek to remove spiritual knowledge from Gentiles and keep it in
the hands of the Jewish elite. This is a major part of their indoctrination program.
There has been a major Jewish population in China for over a thousand years
such as the Jews of Kaifeng. Communism was imported into Manchuria by an
Oriental Jew named Abrahams. The powerful Western Jews worked with their
Asian counterparts to conqueror the East, just as they did with their Jewish
Eastern European brethren.
China has been built up into the biggest global superpower by the Jews and
everything has been shipped there. This was identical to what the Jews did with
their USSR, turning it into a massive super state of military superpower, to wage
conquest upon the rest of the earth, which they did. The only reason they were
halted was the second war monkey wrenched their plans globally and led to the
stagnation and fall of the USSR. There are reports that the America tactical silos
are contracted to Israeli firms for certain electronics' functions. This same
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situation was a key factor in the London false flag attacks, 911, and Fukushima.
They also have their agents all over the Pentagon and other key Western military
and government networks. The West is past the demoralization point and has
entered into the destabilization phase. The Protest Wall St was organized by
Jewish agents of Rothschild to be the start of a Communist movement, which is
part of the subversion of decades of indoctrination of students into Communist
ideals. At this point, one way or another, they are seeking to take the West down
should they start a full out Communist revolution, civil war or open war. One way
or another, it seems Red Chinese troops will be on Western Soil "Liberating" us
from the Fascist oppressors. This is what the Jews did in the ancient world with
the Christian Crusades into Europe and around the world, and later with the Red
Army rolling over Europe and the East, enslaving the many for the Jews.
If they wanted to take it to open war, it would be easy to pull the rug out from
under NATO in Europe and America, and put the West under the Red banner.
This is what America and Western Europe have been prepped for over the
decades, and how they planned to take Germany down into Communism during
the First war, which they manipulated into existence for the sole purpose of
taking all of Europe down into Communism, and they nearly did. It is a repeating
set of tactics they are using.
From looking at things, the ME conflict is a smaller warm up to a planned global
conflict between China, North Korea and Russia and its allies. The Jews own
these countries totally. Russia has just finished a mass joint war games exercise
with China on Eastern European soil with thousands of Red Chinese troops.
They where training specifically for war against Western forces. This was kept
out of the mainstream it seems:
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict
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